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Two color laser diagnostics using terahertz laser sources are under development for a high
performance operation of the Large Helical Device and for future fusion devices such as ITER. So
far, we have achieved high power laser oscillation lines simultaneously oscillating at 57.2 and
47.7 �m by using a twin optically pumped CH3OD laser, and confirmed the original function,
compensation of mechanical vibration, of the two color laser interferometer. In this article,
application of the two color laser diagnostics to the ITER poloidal polarimeter and recent hardware
developments will be described. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3479119�

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurement of the plasma current density profile is in-
dispensable for the so-called advanced modes of tokamak
operation. In the International Thermonuclear Fusion Experi-
mental Reactor �ITER�, a poloidal polarimeter based on the
Faraday effect of a far-infrared laser beam passing though
the plasma has been designed1 to measure the profile. A
118.8 �m CH3OH laser line is proposed as a probing light
source for the polarimeter, since the CH3OH laser line is the
shortest and high power far-infrared laser oscillation line
among many oscillation lines applied on fusion devices so
far. The Faraday rotation angles that can be expected in
ITER are large enough to be measured accurately. However,
the Cotton–Mouton effect is also large and should then be
taken into account for evaluation of the rotation angle.
Therefore, we have been developing shorter wavelength laser
oscillation lines around 50 �m, since the Faraday rotation
angle is still large enough and the Cotton–Mouton effect is
small enough. Another advantage of adapting 50 �m is to
reduce the beam bending effect to a quarter of that at
118.8 �m. We already achieved high power laser oscillation
lines,2 57.2 and 47.7 �m, by using a CH3OD laser optically
pumped by the 9R�8� CO2 laser line. These oscillation lines
simultaneously oscillate with high power:3 1.6 W at
57.2 �m and 0.8 W at 47.7 �m. So far, we confirmed the
usefulness of two color laser operation for vibration
compensation4 for interferometry in a test stand. For the
measurement of the Faraday rotation angle, we have devel-
oped a photoelastic modulator5 �PEM�, operating around
50 �m, and performed bench tests of the polarimeter with
dual PEMs and demonstrated the feasibility of the polarim-
eter. The achieved angular resolution6 is 0.01° with a time
resolution of 1 ms, which satisfies diagnostic requirements

for q-profile measurements on ITER �0.05° at 10 ms time
resolution�. In this paper, an overall design of the ITER po-
larimeter using two color laser oscillations is investigated.

II. OPTICAL LAYOUT OF POLARIMETER

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the optical con-
figuration of a polari-interferometer with a two color laser
system. The main components of the system, including a
twin optically pumped laser and detection system, are placed
in the diagnostic room biologically shielded with thick con-
crete walls. Therefore, the laser beam has to propagate about
44 m to reach the tokamak.1 There are two ideas for efficient
laser beam transmission, an over-sized beam pipe system and
a waveguide transmission system. In the Large Helical
Device,6 a dielectric waveguide of 40 m in length is used for
a 118.8 �m CH3OH laser interferometer,7 since a wave-
guide system has precise mode matching, easy alignment,
and long time stability. The transmission efficiency including
five miter bends is about 90%. We already confirmed8 suffi-
cient transmission properties of a dielectric waveguide for
the 57.2 �m CH3OD laser beam in a test stand. In Fig. 1, a
dielectric waveguide of 47 mm in diameter is adopted. The
probe beam is divided into many probe beams �15 channels
in Ref. 1� and a reference beam by beam splitters made of
highly resistive silicon. Highly resistive silicon is a low ab-
sorption material �absorption coefficient �=0.56 cm−1 at
47.7 �m� in short wavelength far-infrared �FIR� regime
compared with quartz ��o, �e=6.6 cm−1, 4.9 cm−1 at
47.7 �m�. Each probe beam is led to the waveguide and port
plugs with a free space propagation mode, injected into the
plasma via a focusing mirror, and then reflected back with a
corner cube retroreflector. The reflected beam goes back to
the diagnostic room through the same waveguide, and finally
is divided into two parts, Faraday rotation measurement with
dual PEMs �PM1 and PM2� and phase shift measurement
with heterodyne detection. In the polarimeter part, one wave-
length is selected by the use of a Fabry–Pérot filter �FPF� for
the measurement of a rotation angle of a selected wave-
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length. A metal mesh �1000/in. and a wire width of 7.37 �m
with the thickness of 5 �m� is adopted as a reflector for the
FPF. The calculated reflectance of the mesh is 82% and the
measured one is 86% at 57.2 �m. The measured transmis-
sion efficiency of the FPF was 65% at 57.2 �m.

Figure 2 shows the calculated beam waists of the full
optical system from the retro-reflector up to the waveguide
which is installed just outside the vacuum windows. The
inner diameter of the input of the waveguide is 47 mm and
beam radius at the waveguide is 15.7 mm for both laser
beams. A focusing mirror with a focal length of 5.5 m is used
to define the optimum beam waist at the position of the ret-
roreflector. The radius of the beam waist is 6.4 mm for
57.2 �m and 5.3 mm for 47.7 �m at the position of the
retroreflector. After reflecting back to the waveguide, the
beam waists of both laser beams are almost the same �15.8
mm� as the original ones at the position of the waveguide.
Optimum matching of the Gaussian beam into the waveguide
via a spherical mirror installed in the port plug is expected.

In the optical configuration of Fig. 1, the incident beam

to the plasma is refracted due to the density gradient; hence,
the incident angle of the reflected beam to the waveguide is
deviated from the original one before the plasma production.
In the ITER standard plasma operation �ne���=1�1020�1
−�8� m−3�, the typical refraction angle of CH.5 chord in Ref.
1 is estimated to be 0.01°. In order to examine the effect of
refraction on matching the beam to the waveguide, transmis-
sion measurements have been carried out by using a dielec-
tric waveguide �24 mm in diameter and 8.9 m length� with
two miter bends. Figure 3 shows horizontal and vertical
beam mode profiles of a 57.2 �m laser beam, which were
measured with a pyroelectric detector attached on a motor-
ized two-dimensional stage after passing through the dielec-
tric wave guide at a distance of 3.1 m. In this experiment, the
incidence angle to the WG was tilted by 0°, 0.035°, and
0.173°. The incident angle � is defined as the angle between
the beam axis and the waveguide axis. As the incident angle
becomes large, the peak of the profile is shifted and a side
lobe of the beam appears. Under the ITER diagnostic condi-
tion ���0.01°�, it is found that there are no large distortions
of the laser beam transmission through the waveguide. A full
size test stand except the waveguide length is under con-
struction to simulate ITER diagnostics.

III. TWO COLOR LASER DIAGNOSTICS

In order to investigate diagnostic performance of the two
color system, we have constructed a test stand8 with the con-
figuration of Michelson interferometer type, where effects of
the mechanical vibration on the polari-interferometer are in-
vestigated. To simulate mechanical vibration a reflecting mir-
ror of the interferometer is modulated. Figure 4�a� shows the
vibrational displacements of the reflecting mirror evaluated
from 57.2 and 47.7 �m interferometers. Frequencies of the
added vibrations are 3, 140, and 300 Hz. The former low
frequency is added by a vibrating mirror driver by a piezo-
electric transducer. The latter two high frequencies are added
by hitting the mirror by a tool intermittently. The subtracted
signal between two wavelengths shows there is no low fre-
quency component corresponding to the vibrations. As is
shown in Fig. 4�b�, high frequency noise is also well can-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic drawing of the polari-interferometer with the two color laser system. BS: beam splitter; BC: beam combiner; M: mirror; WG:
waveguide; C.C.: corner cube retroreflector; PM: photoelastic modulator; FPF: Fabry–Pèrot filter; and D: detector.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Calculated beam waist of the optical system from the
retroreflector to the waveguide which is placed just outside of the vacuum
window. Solid line: 57.2 �m; dotted line: 47.7 �m.
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celled out. At the present, the uncompensated noise level of
about 0.6 �m, which is thought to be caused by the detector
noise or laser oscillation noise, corresponds to the line aver-
aged electron density error of 4�1017 m−3 in ITER. Polar-
imetry is thought to be intrinsically immune to the mechani-
cal vibrations. However, it slightly suffers side-effects
depending on the measurement method and the direction of
the vibration.9 In order to examine the immunity to the me-
chanical vibrations of the polarimeter with PEMs, one of the
mirrors is vibrated along the optical path as illustrated in Fig.
5�a�. The vibration component is not observed in the evalu-
ated polarization angle � as demonstrated in Fig. 5�b�. The
bending effect of a probe beam by a plasma may change the
incident angle to the PEM. Simulation of such a situation by
tilting a steering mirror in Fig. 5�a� indicates that a change in
incident angle into the PEM �� of 1° leads to an error of the
polarization angle �� of about 1°. The maximum refraction
angle due to the density gradient �1�1020�1−�8� m−3�,
which is estimated from the calculation in Ref. 1, is about
0.01°. Hence, the error from the beam bending effect is
smaller than the target resolution 0.05° in ITER.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Horizontal and vertical beam mode profiles of a
57.2 �m laser beam after passing through the dielectric wave guide of
8.9 m in length with two miter bends. The incident angle � to the WG was
changed.
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FIG. 4. �Color� Sample �a�: The vibrational displacements of 57 /48 �m
interferometers and the vibration compensation with them. Frequencies of
added vibrations are 3, 140, and 300 Hz. �b� Noise spectra of each interfer-
ometer and the vibration-compensated signal.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Optical setup for tests of how the mechanical
vibrations affect the measurement. �b� The evaluated polarization angle
when the optical path length changes by a distance of 110 �m.
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